As far back as African American history begins, during a time when their bodies were bound by the violence of slavery, black women gathered to worship communally a God who gave freedom and...
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Transcend cultural dividing lines.

Contained in the book is the very heart of what it takes to transform one’s church into a multiracial congregation, and... to the very heart of what it takes to transform one’s church into a multiracial congregation, and... to the very heart of what it takes to transform one’s church into a multiracial congregation, and... to the very heart of what it takes to transform one’s church into a multiracial congregation, and.

Three high-powered African-American women executives counsel black graduates and businesswomen on the leadership principles and skills that have enabled their successes, covering topics ranging from respect to networking.
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How can African American church leaders maximize their leadership potential? What are current models for effective... How can African American church leaders maximize their leadership potential? What are current models for effective... How can African American church leaders maximize their leadership potential? What are current models for effective... How can African American church leaders maximize their leadership potential? What are current models for effective.
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Leadership in African American Churches: New Horizons for the Twenty-First Century King David was actively and... Leadership in African American Churches: New Horizons for the Twenty-First Century King David was actively and... Leadership in African American Churches: New Horizons for the Twenty-First Century King David was actively and... Leadership in African American Churches: New Horizons for the Twenty-First Century King David was actively and.

Apostle Opens Black Church Leadership Summit
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